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Sleep is critical and vital to health and wellness. Without dispute. What happens, however, after
exhausting every tip, strategy, and technique in the pursuit of better sleep; only to wind up
exhausted? Sleep deprivation, a modern epidemic fueled by myths of inception and duration,
has a new adversary. Accomplished is a compelling look at a revolutionary approach to sleep,
quality over quantity. Granting the reader an introspective look at destructive habits and access
to a customizable process to achieving goals through restorative sleep. Amplifying the century
old dental specialty of myofunctional therapy, Karese Laguerre took a person fight for her
family’s wellness and uncovered a process since used to improve the lives and sleep of
hundreds of clients. Laguerre shares personal and professional cases that will redefine how you
measure sleep and self-worth. Finally discover which biological limitations hurt or help sleep and
productivity, and how to maximize your sleep for true restoration without compromising your
daily schedule.
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PageCopyrightDedicationAccomplished in VerseIntroductionSection 1Prefacing
ProductivityWhy Productivity?Establishing ProductivitySection 2Productivity PitfallsBlocking
ProductivitySection 3Productivity PathAchieving ProductivityCARE in
ActionConclusionResourcesAccomplished in VerseDaydreaming of an unrequited love.A
process of beauty and self-reflection that encompasses my thoughts and steals my breath.A
love of peace, an internal sanctuary of balmy breezes and soothing waters.A rest of the soul and
revival of the spirit.Sprinting, breathless, towards my love of done.Abandoning fatigue without a
glance backward.Reaching a peak of self-actualization that rains down
satisfaction.IntroductionAt 18 years old I was naive and pregnant. The age of adulthood does not
always match the age of maturity. Not that maturity would be something one could acquire upon
a birthday. Certainly, not in my case. It took me a full decade from that age to acquire an
Associate’s degree. I think my acquisition of maturity would be debatable even then. My mother
took that 9-month gestational period to remind me daily of my naivety and the gravity of the
situation. This grounded me firmly in my independence. Once my son was born, I was his sole
caretaker. We co-slept and it took almost three weeks before I relented and asked for help so I
could shower. Not the freshest or happiest moments in my life, but certainly the pivotal point.
How exactly did older women manage to have jobs, households, and energy for their children?
Did I miss that chapter in the “What to Expect” book? How does one manage to recover and go
on daily with sleep deprivation? Almost two decades, three additional children and high levels of
responsibility later, I have discovered the exact combination required for daily goal
accomplishment.Accomplishment is different from achievement. Achievement is like a 5K run, a
small feat that you can check off your to-do list with very little preparation or dedicated time.
Accomplishment is the 26-miles marathon you completed after years of training and half-



marathons. To reach an accomplishment is to check off a major milestone. Accomplishment is
defined as achieving successfully. It requires many achievements to reach an
accomplishment.Achievements are nothing to scoff at. They are the groundwork. The first five
pounds you lose on a weight loss journey, the softball game you won that got you closer to the
playoffs or making the first sale of a new product launch goal of 6-figures. The small wins
increase your motivation and reward your ambition.There’s a reason that this book is called
Accomplished. The end goal is to complete a long-standing goal through self-improvement.
Empowering you with the tools you need to fuel your initiative to future achievements. The pages
that follow are not full of fluff or filler. In fact, I apologize for my brevity. Do not, however, mistake
this brevity as an easy path to success. Anything that sounds too good to be true, definitely is.
The C.A.R.E method is easy to implement, but a commitment to master.We live in a fast-paced
world, tools that can reasonably fit into a busy day will always win. How you can make the most
of these busy days and optimize your energy while grinding towards your accomplishments is
the final takeaway. I fell into this knowledge on a personal journey to health that developed into a
fulfilling career and revolutionary health for myself, my family, and hundreds of clients.One part-
time job offer changed my entire household. As a dental hygienist, it is difficult to find the perfect
office. Corporate dentistry has the lure of good pay and benefits, whereas private dentistry offers
better hours and flexibility. I left a corporate office in 2016 and a few months later a pediatric
dentist, who also left the same company, reached out to ask if I could work just one day a week.
That eventually grew to full time, but along the way, I came across a self-discovery that impacted
my health and personal trajectory.The dentist was passionate and incredibly smart. One look at
a person walking in and she could tell what was going on. It was weird skill that I, too, would
develop and share with you later on. This mother of four struggled with many things in her
household, as many others do. However, we carry that in a more personal and private way. On
play dates you intentionally omit the persistent bedwetting and night terrors of your ten-year-old,
the never-ending antibiotics that are dispensed daily to children that never really get well, or the
ADHD that has your oldest child failing middle school. That does not fit into the current social
models of today. We share photos and happy quotes to let the world know we are okay, even
though we may not truly be.I knew this dentist needed to see my children. Each one presented
with a different struggle but somehow the causative factors were the same. It was a
phenomenon that was new to me but became commonplace as I started my own journey to
accomplishment. A restricted upper respiratory system can manifest in numerous ways and
create lasting, although sometimes reversible, impact on childhood growth, development, and
behavior. A team comprised of both medical and dental professionals tackles these issues to
unbelievable results. The dichotomy of this huge unknown field of airway work, that since has
grown, sucked me in fast.I trained and still currently devour all knowledge in this field as a
myofunctional therapist. I am the ninja of the team – silent and essential in tackling goals. Years
later I can safely say that we have conquered the health issues in my house, and I have aided
hundreds of families on their own journeys of personal and physical development. It is in this



time of clinical work that I noticed a common thread among my clients: untapped energy and
personal drive.Myofunctional therapy is complicated to understand but simple in its goals. I work
with the muscles of the face and oral cavity to achieve proper function and eliminate areas of
dysfunction. This has resulted in improvements in physical and mental health, aided in sleep
improvement, and created new neuropatterning that changes behavior. All
unintentionally.Regardless of the age of the patient I work with, the outcomes develop similarly.
Many of my patients have started out in one place and a few months later are new people. This
process I have tweaked and developed over the last few years to adding several dynamic
elements that I will share in the pages that follow; to help you achieve your own levels of
accomplishment. Before we can tackle them, we have to eliminate the barriers that exist to
destroy your productivity before it even begins.There are only two (2) barriers in
existence:Personal barriers- Any personal reasoning, or lack thereof to prevent forward
movement.Physical barriers- Any epigenetic result of nature and nurture that prevents forward
movement.Personal BarriersThere are only 24 hours in a day to get things done; an excuse that
fails both the sender of that message and the receiver. Consider the use of the word “only.” Only
is defined as being no more than or solely. Defeat is placed when prefacing a fact to put up your
defenses and assemble your troop of excuses. In reality, it’s scary to think that only 1440
minutes stand between you and your goals.The unrelenting feeling of losing control over that
time, expanding distance from the goal line becomes a reason to be mindful of this limiting
phrase. Control is a concept that we think we have a grasp on. What exactly is within our control
and how many things just happen? There may be no real or commonly accepted answer to
these questions, which does not leave us with a less daunting possibility.Acknowledging this
absence of answers and focusing more on the goal than the timeframe is the first hurdle to
overcome. No goal worth achieving is passive. Take, for example, the dream of many to be a
multi-millionaire. There are two ways of going about it and the least passive way still requires
work and time. Winning the lottery would require purchasing tickets, checking the numbers
(most likely in a repetitive pattern), going to the lottery headquarters of the state, claiming the
money, hiring a financial manager, and deciding on future planning such as housing,
employment, and vacations. Surely not comprehensive, but very telling that even the fastest
route to achievement and satisfaction is not without work.Personal barriers are comprised of the
little voice in your head that focuses on self-sabotage when working on accomplishments. It
comes on as a drizzle sometimes and hits hard like a hurricane at other times. This barrier can
either be profound and impact you daily, halting your progress in multiple facets of your life; or
minimal, and easy to ignore. I suffer from diminished self-limitation. I believe I am overly capable
of doing and being anything I want. Typically, I struggle with stopping myself from adding onto
my plate or doing 2,874,398 projects at one time. Whereas for others, it may be a struggle to
even imagine getting to the next step because those limiting thoughts, statements, and beliefs
may be pervasive in your psyche. Balance is important. Learning to acknowledge your truths and
silence the objections, while not overestimating your abilities, will be crucial in this process.No



matter where you are on the diverse scale of profound to minimal, these must be addressed or
accomplishment will be impacted, delayed, or impossible. Develop your mindset within my
C.A.R.E. process in Section 3, or individually with many available mindset books, courses, or
coaches.Physical BarriersFor as mysterious and wonderful our minds are, they do have a limit.
This is where my studies and daily work has crossed paths with productivity. Ovens, washing
machines, and our brains have a self-clean feature. Maintaining the mind at optimal freshness
will reward you with fresh cognitive abilities and energy; energy that may have been otherwise
locked due to body dysfunction.Physical barriers consist of the work which is comprised of
energy and cognitive skill. This is the greater hurdle to accomplishment.We currently sit in the
timeline of history between the industrial revolution and The Jetsons. Technology has firmly
established the hustle and bustle. Balancing family, personal, social, and work commitments is
challenging. Often, we neglect the personal in order to make time to satisfy others. This rise in
automation has eradicated the necessity of physically demanding careers in lieu of more
mentally demanding ones.Less of us working with our hands and more with our minds. That
means the mind has become the ultimate commodity and your most valuable possession. Bodily
dysfunction that leads to destructive habits can damage your ability to gain full access to your
mind. Functional and fully available make your mind a prime candidate for every task you hope
to accomplish. But how exactly does one measure dysfunction?Through this book, I uncover
exactly how to eliminate dysfunction and establish good daily habits that will impact your energy
and mental abilities. For many of my clients, whose stories you will see in various case studies,
there are even more benefits impacting health and wellness. This book will not, however, be a
book full of fluff with no actionable tasks. Even the actionable tasks require some level of effort.
Remember, no goal worth achieving is passive.“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing
is not enough; we must do.” -Johann Wolfgang von GoetheSection 1Prefacing ProductivityWhy
Productivity?Every day brings new time and opportunity to get closer to your goals. Every day
starts in the morning. Every morning relies on the quality of the night before. Every opportunity is
present to a clear mind. Every mind needs to be clean to process new information and form
habits. Every habit formed leads to the promise of success.Let’s face it, there is something awe-
inspiring about the success of others. Feelings of motivation or irritation develop as we
internalize their success.Success is merely the result of a beautiful collaboration between daily
choices and habits formed. Establishing good habits and committing to following through are
easy when you have the physical ability to maintain daily energy and motivation. Wealthy
entrepreneurs, celebrities, influencers, coaches, or anyone with a platform regarding
achievement had to find that balance.17th-century philosopher René Descartes is famously
remembered for, “I think, therefore, I am.” A phrase meant to summarize his belief that being is
related to having the mental capacity to think about one’s own existence. The presence of
thought is an indicator of life. The sleeping mind was incapable of conscious thought, yet still
important in his theory of life. Yet he had a complicated personal relationship with sleep, being
known for sleeping upwards of 10-12 hours daily. He postulated that sleep was meant for the



brain to store the information of the day and allow restoration for receiving new
information.Remember that famous public service announcement with the fried egg as the
analogy for the brain on drugs? Your brain without quality sleep is like spinach. That bag of fresh
bright spinach that overflows in the pan becomes shriveled and small the longer it simmers.
Sleep disorders and other destructors of sleep take that supple healthy brain and slowly fry grey
matter until your ability to function becomes dependent on a shriveled fraction of what it once
was. Grey matter is the brain’s composition of neurons to process information. A brain deprived
of sleep or oxygen declines in grey matter faster than aging. Oxygenation and sleep are critical
to your brain function and overall productive abilities.
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Joye Williams, “USE THIS INFORMATION for you and your children to sleep better!. Thank you
Karese for this book. Using such simple yet profound techniques, such as breathing in and out
through the nose at night, has changed my sleep for the better. I sleep deeper and feel more
rested, with these simple techniques. If you have children this would set them up for life with
better sleep patterns.”

DarkAngel, “Amazing. What an amazing and inspiring book.Great for everyone.”

Hank Hoffmeier, “Easy to read and helps you understand the power of rest. There was so much
that I did not know about getting a good night’s sleep. This book helps you understand it goes
way beyond having a comfortable bed. Getting adequate rest is the key to health and success.”

berny, “Great information about productivity and efficiency. This book has some great, new
information about your body and productivity in ways I've never heard about online. Good buy,
great price! ”

Geraldine C Okwuonu, “Excellent read!. Excellent read! Makes you think twice about how the
problems in your may all be caused by lack of sleep!”

K. Shea, “So much to know to maximize your sleep and your life. This contains so much
information that is valuable to know, especially for parents. It's interesting to learn how the way
we breathe not only affects how we feel but how we look. I wish I'd been introduced to this a long
time ago. Karese Lagurre explains concepts in way that is easy to understand.”

Lee, “Thanks for saying all this!!. I honestly appreciated this read. We get stuck on these myths
when it comes to sleep but our bodies and minds can reach limits we can't even yet imagine. I've
been surviving for the last 16 years on an average of 3-4 hours per night. Sometimes that
includes a 20 minutes power nap during the day and I produce great work. There are days when
my body is so well rested that I can go two to three days without sleep and my brain and body
works just great. Take Karese's advice as you are limiting yourself by sleeping your life a way.
Sleep well and don't care so much about the number of actual hours. The tips are great too. Get
your copy to learn more.”

The book by Zoe Mendelson has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 22 people have provided feedback.
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